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Abstract 

 This thesis explores how a choreographer can create an effortless method and 

positive community for the self with the creative process through research and my 

personal experience creating a dance called Be     . The method involves three yoga 

techniques, self-acceptance, trusting the process, and gratitude for others for the 

choreographer to self-explore and apply to find a balanced relationship between dancers 

and choreographer and full creative capacity. 
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Chapter 1: Creative Process—Be Creative 

Yoga and Me 

I was in Pahoa, Hawaii, surrounded by an extensively vibrant and lush jungle, 

meditating by the cliff, listening to the waves crash into the island's side when I was 

overwhelmed with the feeling of gratitude. It was because of dance, because of the people 

in my life, because of me, that I was where I belonged. I was connected to nature and 

present within my mental and physical body. I was simply being. It was in that moment 

that I wanted to create a dance about my experience in Hawaii. I was in Hawaii for a 

month-long, two-hundred-hour yoga teacher training program, but gained more than a 

certificate to teach yoga. It was a journey of self-learning, self-acceptance, awareness of 

surroundings, and true beauty. 

Yoga was the first structured practice connecting the mind, body, and spirit. It 

was developed over 5,000 years ago in Northern India and was first mentioned in the 

oldest known sacred texts, The Vedas. Patanjali is the man who wrote down the yogic 

way and codified the Yoga Sutras. B.K.S. Iyengar increased the popularity of yoga in 

western culture by making the practice accessible to everybody and every body with his 

book, “Light on Yoga”. Hatha and Iyengar yoga are the yoga practices that are widely 

practiced in western culture. Hatha yoga is a practice of bringing peace to the mind 

before deeper spiritual practices through asanas and pranayama. Asanas is movement 

practice or posture, like a yoga class, and pranayama is breathing techniques or rhythmic 

control of the breath (Iyengar 1-10). 

Deeper spiritual practices include practices like meditation or svanasana - the 

quieting of the mind that happens at the end of a yoga class. B.K.S. Iyengar mentions in 
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his “Light on Yoga” book that “when the restlessness of the mind, intellect and self is 

stilled through the practice of Yoga, the yogi by the grace of the Spirit within himself 

finds fulfilment” (Iyengar 3). After the first sense of fulfillment I experienced through 

yoga, my creative energy was vibrant and being pulled to create something in response to 

it. Every day from six in the morning until six at night my yoga retreat group and I 

practiced yoga in a luscious jungle that many yoga practitioners use as a visual aid in 

mediation. Being in that environment created a different sense of being—from placing 

the self in a peaceful place to the self being a part of that place. Every day after the 

overwhelming multiple inner experiences, revelations, and connectivity that occurred in 

one day, my “creative being” began to become vibrantly expansive and my brain and 

body would overflow with thoughts and ideas until I improvised dance movement at the 

end of the day. These daily improvisations helped me to contextualize and understand the 

raw experiential self-journey I was experiencing, which lead me to a fleeting, but 

intriguing thought—creating a dance based on my yoga journey. The constant inspiration 

from myself, the people around me, and the environment caused an instinctive feeling 

that I had to dance to fully reflect upon the raw experiential journey which enforced this 

thought of creating a dance in inspiration of it. But I let go of that thought. In order for 

my journey to continue to unfold unforced, I felt as though I could not begin thinking 

about the dance I would create, as that was the future, and yoga is the now. 

When I came back to the mainland, North America, I continued to let go of 

thinking about what dance I could create, rather I let all my experiences soak in, reflect, 

and continue to live and grow in the present moment. The first thought I had about 

creating a dance was when my professor, Elizabeth Lentz-Hill, contacted the senior 
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choreographers of the dance department that we were required to inform her how many 

dancers we would like for our senior choreography class/project. I did not think about the 

dance I was going to create until this moment because I felt as though it kept me in the 

realm of the present and staying true to yoga, to ward off stressing about would could be 

and what could have been. I was satisfied in creating a dance on three, five, or seven 

dancers to represent the three doshas, the five koshas, or the seven chakras. 

The doshas, similar to character/personality types, are used in the Ayurveda 

science to determine what a person needs to do to balance out their life in a holistic way. 

The Ayurveda therapies and practices are a system of complementary/alternative 

medicine rooted from the Indian subcontinent thousands of years ago alongside the 

beginnings of yoga as explained in “Soma Yoga Institute 200HR Yoga Teacher Training 

Manual” by Liz Heffernan. The doshas are determined by a series of questions based on 

mental, behavioral, emotional, and physical profiles. Pitta personalities relate to fire and 

people who are leaders. Vata relates to space/air and people who are in the older stages of 

their lives and/or fast paced and restless. Kapha correlates to earth and personalities 

generally include people who are slow moving, grounded, and calm. The goal is to reach 

a balance of all three, a tridosha, which correlates with water and people who are at ease, 

positive, and balanced in the majority of all aspects of life (Appendix B, 116-120). 

The seven Chakras are energy centers in the body also used to determine 

unbalances in the self and balance those seven energies—1. Root Chakra 2. Sacral 

Chakra 3. Solar Plexus 4. Heart Chakra 5. Throat Chakra 6. Third Eye 7. Crown Chakra 

(Appendix B, 97). The five Koshas are a model that describes the five layers of a human 

being—1. Physical body 2. Energy body 3. Mind and Emotions 4. Wisdom body 5. Bliss 
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body (Heffernan 147). The Koshas are intricately multidimensional and can be thought of 

as “Russian nesting dolls, removing layers starting from the dense form of the physical 

body proceeding to greater and greater layers of subtlety” (Heffernan 130), but all equally 

important and beautiful. The doshas, chakras, and koshas all have layers that are all 

dependent upon each other to find balance within the self and no one layer is viewed as 

more important or better than another. 

A Twisted Ending to This Dream 

After telling my professor I would like seven dancers, but mentally noting that I 

would be pleased with three, five, or seven, as no one size was viewed as more important 

than another. Casting auditions is where the choreographers for the semester teach short 

dance combinations to narrow down and decide what dancers they wanted to 

collaborative with in their creative process. I decided that I wanted dancers who could 

take what I say, interpret it, and take the risk of showing what their inner light was truly 

trying to tell. I resolved a way to find dancers with the capability to tap into this deeper 

level of consciousness by leading a movement experience at the auditions based on a 

high-stake situation (Appendix A, 47-48). I planned to watch for what their bodies 

wanted to do here, like a solo performance or presentation, and if their performance 

energy radiates from a true and raw sense of self.  

 It was quite remarkable to watch these experiential improvisations. I witnessed 

stories emerge from dancers and a sense of presence that I had never seen from their 

movement. It was from here that I actually created a large dream cast because so many 

dancers were willing and able to take the risk I needed. The senior choreographers and 

professors who choose to choreograph in the same semester had to write our dream casts 
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up on the board, so I obviously chose seven from the larger group. This came to my 

advantage because by the end of the selection, I had seven dancers that I knew would be 

open to an experiential creative process, because I had replacement if I did not get the 

seven I wrote. 

A twisted ending to this dream—we still had dancers who were not cast in 

anything and the RDC Director, Kelly Ferris-Lester, insisted that no one could leave until 

all dancers were cast in at least one dance. During this moment, I considered two 

substantial lessons from my Hawaiian retreat, besides love yourself—1. trust the process 

and 2. may all beings be peaceful, may all beings be happy, and may my energy 

contribute to that. This was a moment where I decided to listen to these lessons because 

no one was budging for what seemed like years. It was now or never! I raised my hand 

and I took on the extra dancers in exchange for an amazing dancer that I could not gain 

earlier, Cass Simmons. My cast size went from the superb seven to the “what-am-I-

doing-with-my-life-thirteen” (Appendix A, 49). I decided to trust the process and allow 

for all the beings around me to feel a moment of relief and bliss. In doing this, I kept 

what my morals and instincts told me to do, but not what my plan said to do. This 

completely changed all visions I had of what my dance of seven could evolve into. It 

turned into “how-in-the-heck-am-I-going-to-have-an-experiential-creative-process-with-

thirteen-bodies-in-space.” All I had left was the mantra: breathe and trust the process. 

FIRE 

 Before the first rehearsal, I meditated with the essence of acceptance and the 

process of letting go, which sparked the idea of creating three sections with each section 

being based on one of the three doshas. This spark came from my conclusion that I was 
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able to discover and accept who I am through the doshas. Within each section, I 

considered placing or highlighting specific dancers in their dominant dosha. I began my 

rehearsal process by having each of my cast members take a quiz to determine their 

dosha imbalance. I had a quiz from yoga teacher training that involves questions about a 

person's mental, behavioral, emotional, physical, and work ethic profiles. For example, a 

question from the physical profile can ask about elimination regularity—is your 

elimination dry/hard/thin/easily constipated (Vata), many during the day/soft to normal 

(Pitta), or heavy/slow/thick/regular (Kapha) (Appendix B, 112-114). I ended up not using 

my quiz because I wanted my cast members to take the quiz before our first rehearsal and 

mine was on paper. So, I looked up online versions that were the most similar to my 

version and found a quiz on naturesformulary.com. I sent them the link in our cast group 

message and had them send me a screenshot back of their results before our first 

rehearsal.  

 I presumed that most dancers would have Pitta as either their first or second 

imbalanced/dominant dosha because dancers are leaders, intuitive creators, and 

confidence/performance driven. I was correct, but I was surprised at how accurate my 

assumption was and so were they.  Every single one of my thirteen dancers came out with 

Pitta, most having it as their dominant dosha (Appendix A, 50). Before creating any 

movement, I split the dancers into groups based on their dosha results. I wanted to see 

how my dancers naturally moved together within the realm of their dosha to harness their 

raw movement, so I had each group create short phrases based on the element of their 

group’s dosha. One group created based off balance to represent a tridosha. Because all 

of the dancers had Pitta, I split groups based on the second strongest dosha. It was after 
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this rehearsal that I decided that every single cast member would have an important role 

in the Pitta-section—an aesthetic of powerful unison. 

The movement creation I offered to this piece came from constantly manipulating 

and developing rhythmic/linear movement in a complex manner in rehearsals as a way to 

investigate the pitta imbalance. When the pitta dancers created a phrase based on the fire 

element, they created unison movement that tended to be more dynamically strong, 

fierce, expansive, and linear. Without knowledge of what the typical movement qualities 

of pitta were, the dancers created and embodied the pitta aesthetic. This enforced the fact 

that my research is revealing that creating this section as an extreme pitta imbalance was 

raw/natural across the board. I then created movement within the fire realm that I knew 

my dancers would all be strong in by re-watching incorporating movements from the 

phrase the group of five pitta dancers created. I pulled movement from that video and 

edited and expanded on the movement based on what movement gave me a feeling of 

being empowered. 

The creation process of this section came easy because it was such a naturally raw 

and strong feeling from not just me, but all of the dancers. I manipulated the spacing and 

timing of the phrase I created based on what the fire group created, as well as a 

rhythmical phrase the cast and I created together in correspondence to a chant I taught 

them—“om gam ganapataye namaha”, a chanting mantra to call upon the root chakra 

and the god Ganesh to remove obstacles (Heffernan 1). It was through this manipulation 

in the space with my dancers that produced complex floor patterns and visual effects. For 

example, when playing with the percussive phrase I told my dancers to make travel 

through space and they began to move out in a pattern that resembled a half mandala. 
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Since this came naturally to my dancers, I enhanced and solidified the mandala travel 

pattern to create a visual design that was still in the realm of raw creation. 

The first section of the dance, Fire, included movement qualities that honed in on 

linear and exact movement along with a forward drive. The first step in recreating 

balance in the doshas is accepting one’s imbalanced dosha, so naturally, I placed the Fire 

section first. It is through discovering imbalances of Pitta—too much of one dosha—that 

someone can determine other Vata and Kapha qualities to create balance.  

Due to my large cast, it was difficult to create a detailed rehearsal plan that could 

keep all of the dancers on task in rehearsal and give verbal cues that everyone 

understood. This is when I noticed that I was heavily relying on Cass Simmons, a smart 

and dynamic performer, to help me to explain, lead, and keep people on task. Though 

creating a rehearsal plan that was undetailed and broad was difficult with a large cast, it 

was also the easiest way in to produce raw movement. I stuck with this way of creating to 

stay close to the yogic idea of being in the now, creating in the space, to enforce that raw 

energy. In between rehearsals, I watched videos of the dance a few times, meditated, 

wrote down general ideas of what I wanted to edit/add, and then planned next rehearsals 

with general ideas of what I wanted to accomplish. To keep my dancers engaged with and 

included in the rehearsal process, I came into rehearsals with general ideas to keep myself 

okay with letting go of an idea if it did not work. 

A Distinct World 

By the time the first section, Fire, was completed, it was time for Adjudication. 

This is the gathering of the entire dance department and faculty to critique dances, and 

the faculty choose which dances will be in our first or second dance concert. As a 
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choreographer, I am required to ask three questions to have get an outside eye of what 

others think/see and constructive criticism on opinions of what I should continue to 

expand on or scratch. While each dance is performed, everyone writes down what they 

think on little white strips of paper that get handed to our choreography professor, 

Elizabeth Lentz-Hill. My three questions were: would you prefer to see Gabby and 

Gerald’s transitions more dancey or pedestrian? What words/phrases do you see? Are you 

pleased with the beginning or would you like to see more of an intro (Appendix A, 66)?  

The completed Fire section shown at adjudication began with the dancers 

rhythmically and canon-ing the Sanskrit mantra ‘Om gam ganapataye namaha’, meaning 

salutations to the remover of obstacles. A canon is a choreographic device in which 

movements, or in this case sounds, are introduced by one dancer and repeated exactly by 

a following dancer in turn. The dance then manipulated into rhythmic stomps and hits 

with intricate movement that unfolded into a half mandala. From this intricate visual 

illusion, the dancers moved into a large unison phrase that was full of power and strength 

that had dancer’s facings change too add another illusion of an X shape. I then showed a 

duet section between Gabby Salazar and Gerald Archard that infused modern and acro-

yoga together.  

As I had hoped, the feedback I received was extremely positive and encouraging 

to continue to investigate and expand on the path I was headed for this dance. I attended a 

meeting with Elizabeth Lent-Hill where she would read off what the strips of paper had 

on them while I jotted down the feedback in my journal (Appendix A, 67). Most of the 

responses agreed that they wanted to see Gabby and Gerald’s work evolve into something 

that flowed. Some of the words I received were haka, culture, history, yoga, spirit, 
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mandala, ritual, hum, a different world, and tribal. The words helped me to solidify that I 

was creating a distinct world that was in the realm of yoga. I received no negative 

feedback and other constructive criticism I received included: loved body percussion, use 

of interesting space and design, startling and original, I created a distinct and clear world, 

and to coach tone for chanting.  

Water—Swimming in Circles  

It was not until after adjudication when I began to have the mindset “why-the-

heck-did-I-do-this-to-myself,” taking on thirteen dancers. It is in this phase of my 

rehearsal process that I began losing ease of rehearsals and a connection to my dancers 

because I was letting my Pitta dosha take over and create imbalance in myself. I was 

tapping into an outward confidence without having a true inward confidence. Not only 

could I not create past the Fire section, but my dancers were creating tension in 

rehearsals. When in extreme imbalances, each dosha has movement qualities and 

diseases linked to them. For example, Vata is sporadic and can turn to schizophrenia, 

Kapha can easily lead to depression, and Pitta can become obsessed with perfection—

which is what happened to my rehearsals.  

My cast and I spent four rehearsals trying to work out the transitions from the Fire 

section to Water, starting with a pinwheel idea. Seven standing dancers had just done a 

direct jumping travel phrase that created a teeter-totter illusion that transitioned into a 

circle that moves forward while their arms and legs moved with a fast-flung dynamic. 

While this happened, I imagined six other dancers laying on their sides on the ground 

stepping foot to foot creating a revolving pinwheel illusion. The dancers doing this 

pinwheel constantly complained about not wanting to do it, eye rolling when we would 
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try to work it out, and not compromising in problem solving. Problem solving movement 

issues in rehearsal is a way I see to editing and formatting an idea to become more 

efficient to stay within the realm of my vision, which was not happening because dancers 

were not cooperating in fixing it.  

Outside of rehearsal, I asked fellow choreographers who were in my dance for 

advice for dealing with the problem, and they suggested that I needed to be more 

assertive instead of letting what my dancers want completely overrule what I envision. 

So, I came up with a new idea, it was a simple partner phrase that Gabby Salazar and 

Jessica Eugene created together in inspiration of water that I tweaked outside of 

rehearsal. I liked this new transition a lot, as I saw the potential it had, and it 

foreshadowed the next section—Water. It frustrated me that I changed it, I came in 

assertive, taught clearly, and my dancers were still not physically embodying the 

transition.   

My creative mind became baffled, lost, and foggy—I had an artist’s block. If I 

came up with an idea for what was next, I feared it would not work because certain 

dancers would complain about not liking it, or it being too hard, or not paying attention to 

others around them. The transition section from Fire to Water was something I became 

somewhat obsessed with because I could not get past it. I even tried to move on past it 

and come back to it later, but then we would get stuck on the one water visual illusion 

with ten of my dancers in the back. We spent several rehearsals trying to get it; I even set 

aside a whole entire rehearsal just to work with those ten dancers. The illusion was my 

dancers moving across the floor in slow wave like movements in a short canon to 

simulate a wave. In my view, this was a simple section. Some dancers understood it 
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because they are engaged, always prepared, and thoughtful towards others, while others 

did not. Specifically, one dancer could not grasp the idea which would throw off the flow 

of the rest of the wave. 

At this point, absolutely nothing was working, and I was having so many issues 

with my cast members and in my own creative artistry that sought out my professor 

teaching our choreography class, Elizabeth Lentz-Hill. I began our meeting by discussing 

the issues of my few dancers who were talking back, being disrespectful, and not putting 

energy into rehearsals. She responded with suggesting I have a conversation with my 

dancers about what I expected out of them and what they should expect from me. Next, 

we discussed my lack of inspiration. Thankfully Lentz-Hill understood my end goal and 

where I am coming from as she has also been through yoga teacher training, lived in 

Hawaii, and is familiar with Ayurveda. She has also been following my creative process 

through project proposals and discussions. It was easy for her to tap into what I was 

struggling with and why. We discussed how my fire, pitta, was taking over and I was 

stressing about problems that are out of my reach. She suggested I take a step back and 

consider my experience in Hawaii on a deeper level that the physical postures. Elizabeth 

Lentz-Hill asked me how I could reconnect to that experience, what do I need to do to re-

inspire and reconnect myself (Appendix A, 78). 

In order to create the next section, I had to discover a way to let go of all of the 

struggling and controlling. I needed to take a step back and create an open mind towards 

trusting the process, myself, my dancers. I began to meditate with objects from Hawaii 

and my choreography journal for my subconscious to connect to while in a deeper state 

of myself. It was after my first meditation like this that I was able to piece together what 
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my dance was actually about. My dance was about my journey, but my journey with 

confidence. My yoga teacher training pushed me mentally in ways I never thought 

possible because of the intense meditation, lush environment, and traveling alone. I had 

matured in a way that I developed a sense of empowerment with being alone. I had 

discarded the feeling that I needed to be around someone at all times to keep my insecure 

thoughts away. Mediating for long periods of time became easier because I was 

becoming comfortable with myself, not the self-others perceive me as, but my true inner 

self. I was building a trusting and strong bond with my inner confidence and come back 

home with a new bond and trust within me— I was enough (Appendix A, 79).  

This brought up the question of “why was I losing this confidence now?” I was 

losing myself because I was doubting myself and not trying to find a balance in my life. 

After truly accepting that it is gratifying to be who I truly am and reconnecting with 

myself journey, I was able to trust the process and my dancers. I had concluded that the 

Fire section represented who I was before traveling to Hawaii and the Water section was 

the wondering—suffering and searching for that connection to my inner confidence in 

Hawaii. Finally, the Earth section represented the found inner confidence, being 

grounded, whole, and connected to myself and surroundings— truly strong.  

When I asked my dancers what they thought inner and outer confidence marked 

the reconstruction of the philosophy behind what I was creating. This is when the 

rehearsal process began to flow easier, like a river with slight twists. The next section of 

my dance emphasized the ocean as it is the balance, tridosha, that I was working towards 

through meditation and personal yoga practices. The second section became extremely 

intrapersonal in performance quality as meditating is internal. I filled this section with 
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visual illusions of the water with movement and canons inspired by water, and phrases of 

fast and sporadic movement. Movements of flung limbs by a group charging forward 

circling around each other that represented whirlpools. A group of four dancers 

performed a legato leg extension phrase in a tight formation in a canon to begin 

foreshadowing waves while a group of dancers in the back moved slowly low to the 

ground through movements that created the illusion of a slow-motion waves. Two 

dancers, Cass Simmons and Trista Barry, executed a cause and effect duet that resembled 

the beginning fluidity of a wave and the ending flung crash. Another duet, Gabby Salazar 

and Gerald Archard, moved in a strong and risky weight sharing phrase showing the 

strong under and over cures of a wave. This section of water gave off the essence of 

being in a place of unknown 

I highlighted a soloist, Brooke McDonald, to begin sporadic and fast hand 

gestures that pulled at the body and grabbed at the face to personify a feeling of searching 

and struggling which initiated the rest of the dancers to perform these similar gestures at 

different speeds meandering around the stage—beginning a shift from being in the 

unknown to experiencing not knowing. I created this section in a time frame of two 

rehearsals. The Vata dosha, air/space, was predominant and layered on top of Water here 

because this represents the point in my journey where I was asking questions, searching 

for answers, and searching for myself. Here I noticed a change in how I was verbally 

articulating to my dancers what I wanted presence and movement-wise with more 

accuracy. The tension among the dancers was dissipating because I was putting trust into 

my creative process and dancers. I discovered that this shift was noticeable to the dancers 

because I asked Cass Simmons if rehearsals felt better, and she said yes. She explained 
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that I seemed more confident in leading as well as opening up to what my inspiration was 

behind certain sections, giving light to my intention and the energy I expected from my 

dancers in those parts. 

Water—Drying off  

 I was pleased that my rehearsal began to turn around just in time for the dance 

departments second adjudication. This adjudication was still intended for constructive 

criticism for the choreographers, but also now geared towards testing out a show order 

for the faculty to approve for the end of the semester dance concert—The Theatre and 

Dance Building Studio 115 Concert. The concert occurs in the same studio as our 

rehearsal space as the studio converts into a theater. The space has wings and curtains 

that can be pulled out to create a stage space, but also pulled back to create a studio space 

with mirrors. Throughout the rehearsal process, I never closed the curtain and never 

pulled the wings out completely to create more space for the large cast. Without realizing 

it at first, I was subconsciously using the mirror to enhance optical illusions and create a 

sense of more dancers in the space. It was a rehearsal before adjudication when I 

concluded my dance needed the mirror because the cast did a run through of the piece 

with the curtains closed and the dance looked less intricate and optical. The mirror 

creates an aesthetic of changing perceptions which helped to allude to the theme of my 

dance—changing perception of confidence.  

I presented my work to the department with the working title “changing 

perception.” The first question I asked was “Is the mirror effective?” I also asked, “How 

you see the dance resolving” and “Do the costumes work for you” (Appendix A, 88) 

because I had not yet created my third section and put together costumes for my dancers 
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with the color scheme dark purple, burgundy, navy blue, and dark grey. I attended 

another meeting with Elizabeth Lentz-Hill to receive the feedback about the use of the 

mirror. The response was one-hundred percent positive as all feedback on it said to 

continue using the mirror. I also received general feedback that included love Taylor’s 

slow grande plie, good transitions, Fire section is percussive and not fiery, nice energetic 

pulse, beautiful performance and commitment from dancers, working well with large 

cast, and water is clear. Everyone loved the costume color palette, except for one pair of 

pants. These pants stood out compared to the rest of the color scheme. I received a 

diverse response to how others envisioned my dance ending: dissolve instead of resolve, 

pump it up for resolve, unison ending, and connect end to beginning (Appendix A, 88). 

After hearing other’s ideas on how they could see the dance ending, I decided how I 

wanted to end my dance, but I had to start my final section first. 

Earth 

 As mentioned above, through the chaos of the end of the Water section I had 

placed one dancer in the upper middle left side of stage, slowly lowering to the ground in 

parallel with the right hand on the chest. Taylor Lucien was the anchor and simplicity of 

experiencing the unknown. Sometimes it is through the chaos of life that this simplest of 

answers arise through slowing down, reflecting, and taking care of the self. Within the 

Fire and Water section, I encased a motif of the right hand on the heart. In the Fire 

section it was hard hit and percussive on the heart and in the Water section it was a 

lighter quality of pulling away from the heart. Taylor Lucien’s hand simply laid gently on 

her heart, foreshadowing the Earth section because the aesthetic is grounding, gentle, and 

nurturing. Since she was the anchor and in order to infer that everyone was transitioning 
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from lost to clarity, all of the dancers, except for two, slowly trickled into join Lucien in 

her long plie—the start of the final section, Earth/Kapha. 

Two dancers, Cass Simmons and Gabby Salazar, were separated to represent that 

though a person can have discovered who they are and have inner-confidence, no one is 

perfect and always has room to grow. The duet continued to do movement from the 

interpersonal section of Water, but manipulated to be a duet with slower, sustained, and 

heavier dynamics. Once the ten other dancers reached the bottom of the plie, they 

continued to do a wave illusion in a tight clump on their sides crunching and expanding 

the legs. The duet travels their movement towards the clump and all thirteen dancers melt 

to the floor together, marking the complete transition from Water to Earth. 

All thirteen dancers created an illusion of a growing flower with the pattern of 

two out rings of people and one center dancer. The outside circle and the center dancer 

revolved in one direction while the second circle traveled in the opposite direction. With 

each roll the dancers did, they suspended their arms and torsos towards the sky on various 

levels to give the illusion of a growing flower. The dancers then sat on their knees and 

sporadically flung one arm straight up after another as Madi Daigle walked through them, 

as though she was walking through a field of grass. Madi Daigle, once she reached offset 

to the right of center far front, kneeled to the ground as all other dancers watched her. She 

began to perform a cycle of hand mudras—hand gestures used throughout asana, 

pranayama, and meditation that directs the flow of energy into and out of our body. She 

began to repeat the same ten mudras in a fluid and serene dynamic as the other dancers 

began to trickle onto her side of stage to join her, ending all dancers resting in the last 

mudra, Dhyana—deeper/profound concentration and tranquility/inner peace, with eyes 
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resting in a meditative state (Appendix A, 90). The dance here came full circle, as Madi 

Daigle was in the same spot on stage in the beginning of the entire dancer; she performed 

the Mudras once through as a prelude and representing my time in Hawaii and ending 

with me finding that same energy back on the Mainland. 

It took two rehearsals for this section to be taught, created, and completed—the 

shortest section to create. This section was not any less challenging or of any less 

importance, my creation process had just become extremely smooth and easy. I had 

begun to meditate with the mindset of projecting to others and creating an open mind. It 

is through having an open mind that my third and final section arose: gratitude towards 

others. It is through nature that I can control my Pitta dosha, slow down, and find balance 

within myself. My last section was pulling from the Kapha dosha, but not in the extreme 

imbalance of it rather the balanced qualities of Kapha. I pulled from these qualities 

because it is with the balanced Kapha dosha that I am able to come full circle with 

myself, create balance, and manifest a true inward confidence. Gratitude towards others 

is the final step because all beings deserve to be happy and free, and my own personal 

energy must be moving towards happiness and freedom for my own thoughts, actions, 

and words to contribute to it. It is in the final part of the rehearsal process that creating 

the section came incredibly easy and the rehearsals themselves were happy, connective, 

and fun. 
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Chapter 2: Supporting Elements/Production – Be the Magic 

 A large part of creating a dance for an audience is tech week—this is the week 

where “the magic” happens. “The magic” is the supporting elements of a dance that takes 

the audience into a different world. The supporting elements of a dance that turned what I 

had created into magic was the music, costumes, the stage space, wings, and lights. These 

elements are magic because they cohesively support the overall environment.   

 The very first time I witnessed my dance as magic was the dress rehearsal run the 

night before the show’s opening night. This is the night I had to record the dance to use 

for a graduate school application. I witnessed my dance with all of the production 

elements the previous night, but this night was the night that my dancers connected with 

the audience, each other, and production elements. It is in this space that the dancers truly 

begin to project their energy and perform from their core because they stepped into 

different world enhanced by production elements. 

Costumes and Chakras 

 I chose to not contrast the dance I was creating with productions elements, rather I 

made decisions to support/enhance my theme. I created a color scheme for costumes that 

aligned with what I was creating. The color scheme was dark red/burgundy, dark blue 

and indigo, dark violet, and dark grey (Appendix D, 148). I choose are darker palette as 

to not distract from the dancers. These colors also represented the seven chakras—except 

for grey as it was simply a filler color to bring the other colors together. I chose two 

chakras that are the strongest within myself, the root chakra and the third eye, and two 

chakras that I need to find more balance and connectivity with, the throat and crown 

chakras. I choose two from which I was strong with and two that I need to work one to 
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create a balance of being proud of myself and knowing that there is always something to 

work towards.  

An Intimate Space 

To the cast advantage, our rehearsal space was also our performance space, as our 

studio converts into a theater. The space has wings and curtains that can be pulled out to 

create a stage space, but also pulled back to create a studio space with mirrors. 

Throughout the rehearsal process, I never closed the curtain and never pulled the wings 

out completely to create more space for the large cast. Without realizing it at first, I was 

subconsciously using the mirror to enhance optical illusions and create a sense of more 

dancers in the space. The mirror creates an aesthetic of changing perceptions which 

helped to allude to the theme of my dance—changing perception of confidence. I had 

decided to have the curtains pulled all the way back to expose the lights to create a more 

exposed and open space due to the large cast size and because we did not use the wings. I 

choose choreographically to never take a dancer off stage, as every dancer was just as 

important as another in parallel to every chakra and dosha being equal.  

The audience’s relation to the dancers are interpersonal in the sense that the space 

between the stage and bleachers are basically non-existent. The audience could step 

easily off the bleachers and take a few strides and become a part of the dance on stage if 

they wanted. This kind of space allowed for a deeper connection between the dancers and 

audience because the energy of the dancers were in close proximity to the audience. This 

proximity also allowed for the dancers and I to take advantage of being able to use small 

intricate hand gestures, like Mudras, throughout the piece that the audience could clearly 

see the details. The space also allowed me to use body percussive and dancers verbalizing 
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that audience members could hear; if the dance was in a proscenium space, a full theater 

with an orchestra pit, it would have been hard for the audience to clearly hear the dancers 

and see hand gestures.  

Music Supporting the Mood 

My music choices were swayed by considering songs that enhanced the dosha the 

section was conveying. I used three songs—Chakra Balancing by Native Meditation 

Zone for section one, The end of all of our exploring by Max Richter for section two, and 

Earth by Yoga Sounds for section three. The song Chakra Balancing had a very tribal 

sound using drums and a deep hum vibration, but the piece did not begin with song. It 

began with fire crackling sounds while Madi Daigle performed the Mudras in a solo that 

moved into keeping the fire crackling behind the chanters chanting “Om Gam 

Ganapataye Namaha” and the dancers creating percussive body sounds to match the 

chanting. The song itself did not transition in until my chanters faded into the dance with 

a final “Om.”  

The sounds of the oceans began to trickle into the song near the end of the section 

until it became just ocean waves. From the oceans trickled in a piano solo, The end of all 

of our exploring by Max Richter. The ocean continued to crash through the remainder of 

this song alongside the piano, as the two complemented each other—the piano solo feels 

heavy, but smooth, just like the ocean.  

The song and ocean waves cross-fade into chirping and sounds of the jungle 

before becoming distant and fading out. It is in this transition of the music that a duet 

with Gabby Salazar and Cass Simmons joins into the other eleven dancers, marking the 
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beginning of the third section. The song Earth consists of light and airy nature sounds 

intertwined with a yogic sound of light humming, enhancing the aesthetic of contentment.  

 All the music and sounds I choose were used to enhance meaning and theme, but 

not to overpower the dancers. For the environment I was creating, the music acted like 

background sounds that the dancers did not match the musically; rather, the sound simply 

setting the aesthetic of the energy the dancers were evoking. 

Lights Bringing the Dance to Life 

 As with music, I chose lighting cues that helped to create the world of each 

section. I highlighted certain parts of stage where I wanted to audience’s eyes to focus in 

on and silhouetted certain visual illusions to help the audience eye see the illusion and not 

the dancers. I used spotlights to highlight Madi Daigle’s solo in the beginning, but a 

simple lighting stage left when she repeated the solo since everyone was joining her. I 

created a blue silhouette lighting for the second part of the Water section to enhance the 

feeling on interpersonal because it took away the faces of the dancers and highlighted the 

scattered-ness of lost. I utilized red lighting for section one, blue for two, and green for 

three. 

 In my eyes, the lighting is what truly brought this dance to life because it helped 

to draw illusions and highlight the feeling of each section. It reminded me of the feeling 

of finding the most perfect Instagram filter for a picture, but even better—the first section 

really highlighted a tribal aesthetic, the water felt lost and heavy to the heart, and the final 

section paralleled complete bliss. Seeing the dance with lights warmed my heart. The 

moment the lighting brought the nature and pure bliss to life, my eyes instantly teared up 
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because I had this dance, the dancers, and my personal Hawaii journey join as one under 

the lights in complete balance and harmony.  
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Chapter 3: Post-Performance Evaluation—Be Proud  

 If I was to reflect on this process, would I want to change anything? Yes, because 

I have desires I cannot reach, as that is a part of human nature. But I would never beat 

myself up over what I did not love in this creative journey. I do not hate any part of my 

end product or the process because this is a learning experience, just like life’s 

mistakes—I get to improve this process next time because of how everything played out 

and I would never ask for anything different.  

I would not change spontaneously gaining thirteen dancers and having to scratch 

my original dance with seven dancers. Having thirteen dancers challenged me in so many 

ways I never would have experienced with seven dancers. If I didn't have thirteen 

dancers, I never would have struggled like I did, and my entire thesis would not exist as it 

does know because those struggles turned into research to help find ways to ease the 

rehearsal process.  

Although I am excited to have a formula to ease rehearsals/creativity, so I can 

apply it to future projects, I do wish I would have had the three steps earlier rather than 

later. It would have allowed for more time to clean up transitions that I was not a fan of—

like the transition from Fire to Water that I was stuck on for so long—as well as hone in 

on more advanced and intricate movement and exploration. 

 The title of a dance plays a huge role into guiding the audience what they should 

expect to see and think about while watching a piece. As it turns out, the title that was in 

the program ended up not being the actual title of the dance. I began with the title 

Changing Perception as that was what my dance was about; my journey in changing my 

perception of confidence. Although, after beginning to create my Water section, I 
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concluded that I did not want my title to be that literal because my dance was abstract. I 

looked up other synonyms to those words and formulized the title Visualizing Vistas 

because it I needed a title to send into our Professor to create a draft of the shows 

program. Time went on, and one day in rehearsal I asked my dancers to write down 

words in my journal on how they got through hard times and/or what made them happy 

(Appendix A, 84-85). It was later that night when I was reading these words that I had an 

epiphany of what my title was—Be       . The title was meant to have a space as someone 

can be whatever they want. They can “be happy.” They can “be sad.” They can “be 

strong.” Someone can even simply just “be.” Ashley Graham has an inspirational TED 

Talk that states “Be you. Be real. Be Authentic” (Graham 9:05) and is the inspiration for 

my title. Confidence is about being comfortable with being and to me I can “be” anything 

and the dance I created can “be” whatever someone wants it to be.  

 I immediately sent an email to my Professor with the title change about three 

weeks before the concert, but I sadly received an email back stating the programs were 

already printed. I was unaware the programs were printed because I never read over a 

draft before print that all information was correct, but it was out of my hands. Although, 

not having the correct title did not bother me, after the first sad reaction. My dancers and 

I knew the title and that was all that mattered because it was my dance and the dancers 

where embodying that dance. The dance I created was meant to be abstract and mean 

different things to different people. This caused the title to not be that important because 

audience members would still have different interpretations no matter the title. If 

anything, I am glad it happened because it challenged me as a person to accept what I 

cannot control and learn to be content with it, move on, and not let it drag me down. 
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My feedback surprised me because I was humble about what I was creating and 

not expecting an abundance of positive feedback. People said that they loved my dance 

and I thought that most audience members would not like the abstract dance I had 

created. For example, many of the crew members went out of their way to inform me that 

they loved watching my dance. I also received feedback from my friends along the lines 

of jokingly asking me if I did yoga in Hawaii this summer. This was a big deal to me 

because many of my friends do not appreciate or fathom what I do— like what dance is, 

how to interpret it, and/or the amount of time, energy, and soul put into it. The fact that 

they were able to grasp a general idea of it was extremely pleasing. Another comment 

included someone telling me they did not really appreciate what I did until they watched 

my choreography this semester and had gained a whole new respect for how hard I work. 

Of course, I was not expecting anyone to understand the three doshas and searching for a 

tridosha balance, rather a loose interpretation of the intent—that there was was yoga with 

fire, water, and earth. After the Saturday night performance, I asked some audience 

members what they saw in my dance and I received responses of a type of journey, going 

from some sort of struggle to peace with nature, and that someone felt as though they 

were very at peace at the end of the dance—this was amazing. The theme was loosely 

conveyed, finding peace; the world I created was distinct and clear to more than just me. I 

was proud, my yoga-based choreographic process had produced a dance that was 

successful in not only pleasing me, but “be”-ing something to others.  
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Chapter 4: Contextual Research—Be the Change in Your Thoughts and You Can 

Change the World 

How did I manipulate the rehearsal process through yoga? How did I connect to 

my dancers through yoga? How did I positively impact myself through connecting 

choreographing and yoga? I mainly focused on different dance/movement therapy 

research, yoga & meditation therapy research and methodologies, somatic principles, and 

article and books about connecting the self to the world in a positive way. I considered 

how could I develop a satisfactory method and positive community for myself within the 

creative process. I developed a dance about a change in perception through three specific 

yoga techniques—self-acceptance, an open mind, and gratitude toward others to create a 

positive community and satisfactory method of the creative process. It was not until after 

incorporating these three principles to my process that all other aspects of the creative 

process fell into place because they simply made sense. 

I began to investigate how I approached the creative process by reflecting, 

meditating, and setting new goals. It was through my own personal yoga practice that 

three major yoga principles stood out to me that I began to formulate ways to incorporate 

them into my creative process. It was through using yoga techniques such as self-

acceptance, an open mind, and gratitude toward others that aided in creating a positive 

community and satisfactory method of the creative process. 

Yoga, Philosophy, Dance… Endless Research  

I first read the chapter “Introduction: Into Muir’s Forest,” from Learning Love 

from a Tiger by Daniel Capper, in the spring 2017 semester in my Religion and Animals 
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course. It discusses John Muir’s view of Christianity was more ecocentric than the typical 

anthropomorphic Christian view, as he is the reason for the United States National Parks. 

He “regarded nature and God as linked and overlapping yet not identical, like the rings of 

the logo for the Olympic Games” and he preached nature (Capper 18). This chapter is the 

reason I became intrigued with how I related myself to the natural world and helped me 

to formulate my experience in Hawaii. Nature has always had a major influence in my 

live, but it was not until Hawaii where I realized how much nature has control over how 

people react/experience daily activities. It was this realization that I felt a connection 

Muir’s philosophy of nature as part of a the divine because “No religion in this study—

or, presumably, anywhere—presents us with one, simple way of experiencing the natural 

world”, that I began to fully comprehend that everyone has a different perception of all 

things (Capper 23). This lead me to a better understanding/acceptance of others and less 

frustration towards perceptions opposite of mine. 

I began cultivating techniques to heighten myself in Hawaii, with mentor Liz 

Heffernan, by following her teacher manual Soma Yoga Institute - 200 Hour Therapeutic 

Yoga Teacher Training Manual. It was through these teachings that I began to formulate 

therapeutic methodologies that helped me find balance, like meditating, movement 

practices, and breathing techniques. I experienced and applied these techniques for 

myself, which sparked my intrapersonal journey in Hawaii. This manual discusses how to 

practice and teach yoga from a holistic, anatomical, and therapeutic approach. This 

manual is critical to my creative process as the training gave me the inspiration and 

reason for creating this dance. 
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I discovered The Secret Power of Yoga: A Woman’s Guide to the Heart and Spirit 

of the Yoga Sutras, by Nischala Joy Devi. This is a book of yoga sutras explained in a 

simple way from the perspective of a women. The sutras are guidelines on how to 

perceive life in a more positive, holistic approach that have been around for thousands of 

years. I incorporated the sutras that inspired me to develop movement and the numbers of 

sutras guided groupings and canons in the dance structure.  

In searching for articles that relate yoga and dance, I discovered “STRIKE a 

Pose” by Helen Rolphe. This article informs dancers of three yoga poses the authors 

consider the best poses for a dancer's body—cobblers pose, downward dog, and dancer’s 

pose. I found this intriguing for my creative process as these are poses that I notice a lot 

of dancers already do. These poses are movements I used to investigate and manipulate in 

my creative process to keep a yoga aesthetic planted throughout my work. 

After Hawaii, a dance professor, Kelly Ferris Lester, assigned an article by Robin 

Prichard, “Redefining the Ideal - Exquisite Imperfection in the Dance Studio,” that 

aligned with exactly how I was trying to change my perception of my dance practice. 

This article discusses how mistakes and imperfection are essential to growth and 

improvement. In order to grow, one must accept flaws and not be as hard on themselves.  

“Opposites attract: holistic emotional regulation using dance/movement therapy 

and the doshas in Ayurveda, Body, Movement and Dance in Psychotherapy” by Marissa 

Angeletti is my most significant and influential article within my research. She discusses 

how Dance Movement Therapy and the three Ayurvedic Doshas, Vata, Pitta, and Kapha, 

correlate and create a wider range for therapists to work more “creatively with each client 
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and their movement repertoire as a means to achieve appropriate and fulfilling emotional 

regulation” (Angeletti 43). This article relates to my creative process as I ordered the 

three sections based on how I relate to the three doshas, the first being who I am and the 

last two retaining to how to find a tridosha, and what movement qualities related to each 

dosha. 

Yoga, and/or Somatic approaches have their own specific techniques, which 

raised the question of can I develop my own techniques from certified approaches. 

“Somatic in Dance-Dance in Somatics,” by Julie and Elin Brodie is about how to 

integrate somatics principles into dance education in a user-friendly way without 

minimizing the value of certification in specialized areas. I found this useful in my 

development of body-mind centering in my own process because it establishes two main 

principles that all somatic techniques have in common: 

“1. Deal with "truths" about the way the body works and moves. Human movement 

and body-mind (bodily) wisdom are fundamental to life itself. It stands to reason 

that there are basic concepts or principles supporting all movement and movement 

re-education systems. In other words, there is no copyright on concepts like breath, 

connectivity, sensing the environment, and initiation—they are innate components 

of the living organism. 

2. Have common goals—to improve alignment and awareness for greater movement  

efficiency and increased capacity for expressivity. Focusing attention on these 

fundamental aspects of the living experience and on the manner in which we 

embody them can help us identify our tendencies and maximize our movement 

potential” (Brodie 69). 

These two principles support that though my creative process is unique to me, it 

facilitates continuity to invent creative strategies for working with others. This opens the 

doorway to enable for specific methods and techniques, like my own approach to the 

creative process, to develop from such principles. 
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Karen Barbour, professor at Waikato University, writes about how implicit motor 

learning can be beneficial to a dancer, pedagogy, and environment in “Embodied values 

and ethical principles in somatic dance classes: Considering implicit motor learning.” 

This chapter relates to my process because of how she discusses how tap into body-mind 

centering with dancers. That can “enhanc[e] confident performance and expression while 

supporting a deepening somatic awareness and a practice of movement as well-being may 

be possible” (Barbour 200). I experimented a few of her techniques combined with a 

more yogic aesthetic to pull performance quality and confidence out of my dancers 

without forcing a feeling out of them. 

During the creative process, I began to lose connection with my dancers and 

searching for a way to reconnect. The journal “Meditate on This” by Deanna Fitzgerald 

discusses how mediation in the performing arts industry strengthens and influences 

creative thinking and collaboration. This relates to my creative process because it 

discusses how meditation can help creativity. It also explains how meditative exercises 

can improve collaboration, which is an exercise I did alone and with my cast to increase 

connectivity. 

Halfway through my process, I had a choreographer's block because I was so 

focused on a section of my dance that was my main dosha, throwing me off balance. It is 

through meditative reflection that I was able to realize this, to pinpoint why I was off 

balance, and to use meditation to change my perspective and move on. The TED talk “All 

it Takes is 10 Mindful Minutes.” by Andy Puddicombe sums up meditation in a simple 

way, “...whatever it is, meditation offers the opportunity, the potential to step back and to 

get a different perspective, to see that things aren't always as they appear. We can't 
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change every little thing that happens to us in life, but we can change the way that we 

experience it. That's the potential of meditation, of mindfulness.” (Puddicombe 8:22). 

Meditating brings a person into being in the present moment and assist in confidence as it 

brings acceptance in mistakes and has the potential to change perspectives. This is what 

is similar to what discovered through mediation and is the process I use to reflect on my 

choreographic work and become inspired. 

Behind the Scenes  

 Before beginning to create a dance based on a certified mind-body practice, I was 

re-affirmed through an article by Julia and Elin Brodie, “Somatics in Dance-Dance in 

Somatics,” that I—as a certified yoga instructor—am permitted to integrate my 

knowledge into my creative process. I mentioned earlier that Julie and Elin Brodie have 

two main principles that all somatic and yoga techniques have in common—deal with 

truths and improve alignment/awareness to maximize movement potential (Brodie 69). I 

began to incorporate meditation, yoga, and dance into on choreographic process because 

there is no copyright on someone sensing the environment, experiencing connectivity, 

and utilizing breath to better the human experience. For example, I utilize specific yoga 

movements like cobblers pose, downward dog, and dancer’s pose throughout my 

choreography, that Rolphe in “STRIKE a Pose” considers the leading poses for a 

dancer’s body. These poses have a common goal—a way for a dancer to “improve 

alignment and awareness for greater movement efficiency and increased capacity for 

expressivity” (Brodie 69). It is because of this common goal to maximize movement 

potential that allows for me to build upon what has already been created—like revamping 

a science experiment.  
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 In order to ease the creative process through finding balance, I reflected upon 

myself in order to conduct three steps every choreographer can follow. The first step was 

self-acceptance through the doshas to gain confidence. Next is curating and open 

mind/trusting the process through meditation, the chakras, and Yoga Sutras. Lastly, tying 

the first two steps together through developing gratitude toward others by grounding the 

self through nature and mantras to change perception and appreciation for others. 

I am on Fire - Self-Acceptance 

I am strong. I am a leader. I am fire and I am a Pitta. I discovered in Hawaii that I 

tended to revert to a dominate pitta dosha when I was unbalanced. I began to fully 

comprehend what inward confidence is for myself when I experienced a self-realization 

that I needed to accept myself for who I am. I notice a change in how I viewed myself 

and how I treated others. I lost confidence because I was caught up in the stress of college 

and not taking time for myself, which reflected in my choreographic process. My 

rehearsals began to have minor problems from the beginning, then those slowly increased 

until the midway point in the creative process. I even experienced an artist's block until I 

began to apply yoga principles to my rehearsal process and everything began to unfold 

and become easy.  

It was through this suffering of discovering who I am and reestablishing 

confidence in myself that opened the door for finding ease in the creative process through 

what yoga had taught me over the summer. Yoga Sutra 1.3 states “Tada drashtuh 

svarupevasthanam: then the Seer abides in Itself, resting in its own True Nature, also 

known as Self-realization.” In the yoga sutras, there are four books, and this sutra is in 

the first book and held within the first few sentences. Self-acceptance is the first step in 
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yoga, along with the practice of yoga itself - to understand that I am enough, just as I am, 

and what I do and who I am matters. 

“Redefining the Ideal,” by Robin Prichard, discusses how perfectionism can cost 

a person’s well-being/mental health and counterproductive to great mastery. Prichard 

offers an alternative mind-set, “Exquisite Imperfection,” which is basically being okay 

with and embracing mistakes. In order to grow, one must accept flaws and not be as hard 

on themselves. This is where inward and outward confidence separate. Midway through 

my creative process for Be      ., I asked my dancers a list of questions: What is 

confidence? What is the difference between inward and outward confidence? Some of the 

responses for confidence included- “being happy with who you are”, “self-loooove”, 

“being transparent and truthful”, and “live to exist in the adventure of being.” The second 

question was more difficult and took more time for my cast to answer. They wrote down 

answers like “sometimes people appear to be outwardly confident when they are actually 

insecure, self-assurance vs. the expectation of society”, and “inward: knowing what you 

are capable of/security with self, outward: making it come to life”.  

I was fascinated by witnessing which personalities were confident in writing on a 

whiteboard in front of a large group of peers about something so personal. If someone 

could openly write a heartfelt deep response in front of peers and turn around with a 

proud smile, then maybe they do have a grasp on true inward confidence. Of course, I am 

not inside of anyone’s feelings, but my own, so this is simply observations. I observed 

that the deeper, thought out questions were written out by three dancers who have strong 

inward confidence as these dancers project their energy onstage with power as well have 

strong, yet unique everyday personalities. I took note that another three dancers who 
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struggled or did not write anything have characters that are easily affected by other’s 

words and ask for opinions on many decisions in daily life. It was important to know 

which dancers were confident in themselves because it helped me to divide dancers who 

had more joy in performing solos into groups.  

Personally, I never noticed the falsity of only having outward confidence until I 

began meditating and spending a lot of time alone reflecting on a yoga teacher training 

trip, Soma Yoga Institute in Pahoa, Hawaii. Before this I feel as though I would fall 

under the category between these six dancers as I would come off as having confidence 

but have moments of doubt within my dancing. For example, I would not dance to my 

full potential when I was unsure of having a phrase memorized. Yoga is about finding the 

self, and confidence is an important part of the self. It is within inward confidence one 

can truly find being happy with oneself and finding that change of having a balance of 

both inward and outer confidence is the backbone of this choreography.  

It was through the doshas that one can discover unbalances and find ways to re-

balance themselves. I began with a quiz from when I went through yoga teacher training, 

that involves questions about a person's mental, behavioral, emotional, physical, and 

work ethic profiles. For example, a question from the physical profile can ask about 

elimination regularity—is your elimination dry/hard/thin/easily constipated (Vata), many 

during the day/soft to normal (Pitta), or heavy/slow/thick/regular (Kapha) (Appendix B, 

112-114). I knew I was pitta, but I was unsure of the dancers dominate dosha. Thus, I 

chose to begin rehearsals with a quiz. I was considering placing or highlighting specific 

dancers in their dominant dosha which emphasized the importance of knowing the 

dancers dominate dosha. The results of this quiz—every dancer had pitta in their results, 
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with most having it as their dominant dosha—determined that pitta would be my first 

section (Appendix A, 50).    

An unbalanced pitta can become obsessed with perfection. “The pitta dosha 

corresponds to the fire element; it controls energy, is responsible for metabolism and 

tends to dominate the middle portion of the torso” and the endocrine system (Angeletti 

35). It is here that the fire needs balance through the other two Doshas. Vata correlates 

with air and space, “due to its propensity towards momentum and quick-changing 

movement fluctuations in the mind and body. Much of its energy and movement 

initiation begins in the lower abdomen” and the nervous system. Kapha, associated with 

the earth element, “regulates structure, support, cohesion and binding and can usually be 

identified in the upper chest” and immune system (Angeletti 35). The identification of 

dosha’s relating to body parts can guide therapists to identify where an “individual’s 

breath and movement impulses may be originating—and, conversely, where they may be 

stuck (Angeletti 35). 

 Ayurveda, the science of life, is a practice in yoga of calming the 

dominate/agitated dosha, where they may be stuck, and restoring balance (Appendix B, 

116-136). The element of water is not related to a specific dosha, but rather the balance of 

three doshas—tridosha. One way to restore a tridosha is through introducing 

complementary qualities from one dosha to counteract the dominant dosha. Each dosha 

also correlates to a set of unique defining movement qualities that movement therapist 

uses to help diagnose a dominant dosha and use opposite movement qualities to help find 

balance in the physical body: 
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 (Angeletti 41). It is from these movement qualities that I pulled from each doshas 

unique set of dynamics to cultivate each sections movement aesthetic. My first section, 

Fire, had movement qualities that honed in on linear and exact movement along with a 

forward drive. Every single cast member had an important role in the Pitta section—an 

aesthetic of powerful unison—because it created a fire energy with complex sequencing. 

The unison gave an illusion of core, central initiation and the percussive movement 

enhanced the sense of strong and direct use of space. 

When in extreme imbalances, each dosha has movement qualities and diseases 

linked to them. For example, Vata is sporadic and can turn to schizophrenia, Kapha can 

easily lead to depression, and Pitta can become obsessed with perfection.  

Vata disorders involve obsessions, anxieties, fears, agitation, and in the extreme, 

bipolar or schizophrenic disorders. Pitta disturbances consist of narcissistic, 

domineering, or antisocial behavior. Kapha disorders entail passive, dependent, 

and depressive conditions with psychomotor retardation. (qtd. in Angeletti 35) 
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 I had begun to gain a narcissistic attitude towards my first section, Pitta, because I was 

so focused on it; I was losing my balance of tridosha. I was stuck on perfecting the 

section and constantly manipulating it to be more complicated and linear because I was 

letting Pitta overpower and cause stress by trying to control factors out of my reach. 

Before I could move on from this, I had to first realize and accept that I was not confident 

and begin to change my self-talk to positive. I had to let go of perfection and move 

towards ‘exquisite imperfection’ perception, as Aposhyan (1999) explains that “a 

‘moving out’ process is both necessary and beneficial: ‘with an accepting attitude toward 

emotions, our bodies instinctively allow the feelings to move out, to sequence and 

release’” (qtd. in Angeletti 38).  

My perception of confidence within me changed to embracing mistakes and 

learning from them, instead of tearing myself down. I was utilizing meditation to pinpoint 

why I was off balance and bring myself into the now and discard worries of the past and 

future. It was through the self-realization process that I am a fiery and passionate person, 

that I sometimes need to contain that fire to find balance that I began to let go my first 

section and reinstate inspiration (Appendix A, 75-78). 

A Swimming Search for Balance - Trusting the Process 

I discovered who I am, but it was the search for discovery about myself and how 

to find balance that the Vata dosha was dominate in me. The confusion of Vata is the 

reason section 2 of my dance was interpersonal. I used water as the pushing force of my 

second section because in my own meditation I was pulling into the water element to 

clarify thoughts and let go of control and find trust in the process. My perception of 
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confidence within me changed to embracing mistakes and learning from them, instead of 

tearing myself down. I was utilizing meditation to bring myself into the now, discarding 

worries of the past and future, to keep the mindset that I was going with to flow.  

Yoga and meditation brings the self into the present and “...whatever it is, 

meditation offers the opportunity, the potential to step back and to get a different 

perspective, to see that things aren't always as they appear. We can't change every little 

thing that happens to us in life, but we can change the way that we experience it. That's 

the potential of meditation, of mindfulness” (Puddicombe 8:22). Things do not always go 

our way, but it is in one’s own power that they can change how they perceive that 

suffering as stated by Yoga Sutra 2.15— “parinama tapa samskara duhkhaih guna vrittih 

virodhat cha duhkham eva sarvam vivekinah: sometimes things don't go your way. But 

understanding the causes of suffering can help you meet life's challenges with 

equanimity.” Using this mantra in meditation opened the door for me to understand 

putting myself down and led me towards coming to peace letting things go that do not go 

my way.  

I began to investigate ways, through yoga and meditation, to find balance so my 

creative mind could flourish once more. One tool in yoga to help assist in reinstating 

balance in someone's life is through the seven Chakras—centers of energy in the human 

body. When one Chakra is deficient or excessive, problems can arise. For example, when 

the root chakra is excessive one can feel slow, have aches, hoard, constipation, have 

workaholic qualities, and resist change. A deficient root chakra can include fear, anxiety, 

resistance to structure, diarrhea, and inability to sit still (Appendix B, 98). In order for me 

to uncover what deeper rooted imbalances I had, I used a chakra questionnaire/drawing 
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exercise (Appendix B, 98-111) to help guide me in the right direction. I incorporated 

these chakras and the crystals tied with them to meditate and practice yoga, keeping in 

mind things I needed more and less of to find a balance.  

Relating to how each chakra has a specific color, I decided that I could 

incorporate an energy of balance by choosing a color scheme of costumes based on where 

I am weak and where I am strong within the chakras. I am the strongest with the root 

chakra and the third eye and need more balance and connectivity with the throat and 

crown chakras. I choose two chakras with which I am strong with to represent being 

proud of where I am in the present; I choose two chakras that I need to work one to 

create a balance of knowing that there is always something to work on.  

The root chakra, Muladhara translates to “root support,” is the first of the seven 

chakras and is the solid foundation for opening the above six chakras located from the 

lower hips and down. This chakra is comprised of whatever grounds an individual to 

stability in their life, like food, water, shelter, and/or emotional needs like letting go of 

fear (Appendix B, 98).  The third eye, Ajna, is the center of one’s intuition and is located 

in the space between the eyebrows and encompasses the pituitary gland, head, eyes, and 

lower brain. Ajna is the second spiritual chakra and sometimes referred to as the “sixth 

sense” and an open third eye can mean having lucid dreaming expansive imagination and 

visualization. Many people considered to have an open third eye tend to be considered 

“more artsy” and tap into a creative mindset more often than not (Appendix B, 108). 

Vishuddha, the throat chakra, is the first of the three spiritual chakras and is anatomically 

located in the thyroid, parathyroid, jaw, neck, mouth, tongue, and larynx. An open 

Vishuddha correlates with an ability to express yourself from a higher form of 
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communication, speaking, and listening. Someone who has a closed/imbalanced throat 

chakra tends struggle with authentic expression because they say what others want to 

hear instead of what they want to say. They can also struggle with explaining emotions 

with word or on paper but excel in expressing it through other non-verbal outlets like art 

and dance (Appendix B, 106). The highest of the spiritual chakras is the crown chakra or 

Sahaswara. This top chakra is located at the crown of the head and is referred to as the 

thousand-petal lotus chakra. It is known as the source of one’s enlightenment and 

connection to their higher self and every being on the planet. An open thousand-petal 

lotus chakra means a realization that one’s self is pure awareness, consciousness, and all 

expansive. It was explained to me once as considering yourself as a drop in the ocean and 

you are a part of the ocean the encompasses every aspect of it (Appendix B, 110). This 

chakra does not technically have an end goal, rather it can be explained as an end reach, 

or goal—something to consistently strive for.   

It was through chakra meditation that enabled me to take a step back, meditated, 

and allowed new ideas to flow. Meditating helped to morph my perception of my creative 

process and allowed me to breathe and simply trust that everything would work itself out. 

I never would have begun to trust the process without an open-mind. Yoga Sutra 1.17 

discusses trusting the process saying “Vitarka Vicara Ananda Asmitarupa Anugamat 

Samprajnatah: to reach a state of complete understanding, we must go through a process 

that progresses from a superficial understanding to increasingly greater refinement, until 

our understanding becomes fully integrated.” So basically, trust the process in order to 

learn, move on, and grow. Take time to learn one step at a time because there are no 

shortcuts to true knowing. I had suffering and accepted it, then I moved on and became 
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re-inspired. Deanna Fitzgerald discusses how meditation used to reflect upon the creative 

process can ease an artist block and rehabilitate collaboration (Fitzgerald 54-56). This 

proved correct in my creative process as this was also at this time in the process rehearsal 

energy from my dancers became less tense and more invested as I was gaining a 

calmness and a willing to share the heart behind movements and putting trust into my 

dancers. 

It is through this trust that I trusted my dancers with meditative experiences for 

each section to think about to invoke performance—like bliss and lightness for the third 

section. It is through these descriptions that the dancers began embodying the movement 

and supports Karen Barbour’s conclusion that a dancer can “enhanc[e] confident 

performance and expression while supporting a deepening somatic awareness and a 

practice movement as well-being may be possible” (Barbour 200).  

A Nature's Balance-ful Bliss 

Towards the end of my process, I finally began to put full trust into my dancers. I 

had a large cast size with a plethora of different and loud personalities and sometimes it 

was difficult for me to remember everyone is different, but everyone is worthy. The third 

section became effortless to create and a shift in the ease of rehearsals occurred as I had 

begun to incorporate gratitude towards others alongside my other two yogic principles. I 

began to notice a shift when I began to meditate on and chant Yoga Sutra 1.33, “maitri 

karuna muditopeksanam sukha duhkha punyapunya visayanam bhavanatas citta 

prasadanam: To preserve openness of heart and calmness of mind, nurture these 

attitudes: Kindness to those who are happy, compassion for those who are less fortunate, 

honor for those who embody noble qualities, equanimity to those whose actions oppose 
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your values.” As believed by John Muir, everything in the natural world is divine and 

humans are a part of the natural world and parallel that fact that “No religion in this 

study—or, presumably, anywhere—presents us with one, simple way of experiencing the 

natural world” (Capper 23). Humans are diverse and complex and no one definition 

describes how to handle every single person. Meaning that everyone has a different 

perception of all things and coming to respect views that one can begin to nurture the 

attitude from Yoga Sutra 1.33. 

Devi said something that I found ironic, we hold the keys to our own peace, “we 

can trick ourselves into believing that we are kinder and more compassionate than we 

really are” (Devi 78). Though this is surface level, it is a start to truly becoming full of 

gratitude and peaceful towards others. I began to ‘trick’ myself to following Yoga Sutra 

1.33 and discovered true meaning in my now favorite and most influential yoga chant, 

Lokah Samasta Sukino Bavantu - may all beings everywhere be happy and free, and may 

my own thoughts, words and actions somehow contribute to that.  

From my personal experience, I have learned that I need to slow down and relax 

to counterbalance my fire, and nature is the way that I do that. Being in Hawaii 

reaffirmed to me that in order for me to be truly confident in myself I need to pull mainly 

from the Earth, Kapha, to find a tridosha balance. This is the reason the Earth section is 

last, as it is the anchor to my ship. It is through grounding myself through nature that I 

was able to manipulate my perception of how I contribute my energy to others. 
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Three Steps 

Change your thoughts and you can change the world, or in this case a rehearsal 

process. In the beginning my favorite chant was to remove my obstacles and, in the end, 

it transformed into something bigger than myself. This transformation was truly evident 

within my creative process as rehearsals began to flow with more ease with each step I 

took. These three key principles not only can guide yoga practices, but the creative 

process. Loving the self, opening the mind to trust, and a kind vibration create not only a 

holistic lifestyle, but a gateway to increased creativity and ease of collaboration, 

supported by the evolution of my rehearsal experiences. 
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 Chakra One Worksheet:  

Sanskrit: Muladhara  Meaning: Root Support  Location: Perineum, base of pine   

Function: Survival, Grounding  Inner State: Stillness, security, stability  Rights: Right 

to be Here, Right to Have  Outer State: Solid  Body Parts & Glands:  Tailbone, Hips, 

Sacrum, Legs, feet, bones, teeth, large intestine,   Malfunction: Weight problems, 

hemorrhoids, constipation, sciatica, degenerative arthritis, knee troubles  Color:  Red  

Sense: Smell  Seed Sound: Lam  Vowel Sound: O as in Rope  Petals: Four  Tarot Suit: 

Pentacles  Planets: Saturn & Earth  Metals: Lead  Foods: Proteins, meats  

Corresponding Verb: I have  Yoga Path: Hatha Yoga  Herbs for Incense: Cedar  

Minerals: Lodestone, ruby, garnet, bloodstone  Animals:  Elephant, ox or bull Hindu 

Deities: Brahma, Dakini, Ganesha, Kubera, Uma, Lakshmi, Prisni Archangel: Auriel  

Chief Operating Force: Gravity Demon: Fear Development: Womb – 6 month Sense: 

Smell 

1) General Impressions of 1st Chakra or a Drawing (Quality of Roots, of Soil, of 

Support) 

Characteristics of Muladhara Chakra  

Excessive: Heaviness, Sluggishness, Slow Movements, Resistance to Change, Tendency 

to Overeat, Overweight, Hoarding, Material, Greedy, Excessive Spending, Workaholic, 

Constipation, Aches and Pains in legs feet or bones, chronic health issues 

Deficient: Fear, Anxiety, Resistance to Structure, Anorexia or underweight, Spaciness, 

Flightiness, Vagueness, Unaware of Body, Restlessness, Inability to sit still, Difficulty 

Manifesting, Diarrhea, Aches Pains in legs feet or bones, chronic health issues 

Balanced: Groundedness, Physical Health, Comfortable with Body, Sense of Safety and 

Security, Right Livelihood, Prosperity, Ability to be still, Present  

2) Functions & Areas of Life Associated with 1st Chakra 

I. Your Body:  Do you have an awareness of your body and its health? Do 

you like it? Do you care for it?  

II. Your Home & Environment: How organized, clean and/or attractive is 

your home?  

III. Your Work and Finances: Do you like your job? Do you feel satisfied? Do 

you feel fairly compensated? Are you able to manage your cash flow, deal 

with debts and/or have a system of accounting? Do you tend to overshop 

or not consume at all?  

IV. Environment & Nature: Do you spend time outdoors? Take trips to natural 

places?  

V. On a scale of 1-10 rate each of the following 1 being the least and 10 

being the most; ability to: 1.  Be Present in Daily Life,  2.  Stay grounded 

under stress, 3.  Energy Spent on Protecting and/or avoiding your fears, 4.  

Right to Have Success & Prosperity, 6.  Right to have time to yourself, 7.  

Right to spend time with friends and family 

Ways to Balance:  

 

Goals to Balance this Chakra:  

 

Affirmation for this Chakra: (Provide one) or “I am connected to the energy of mother 

earth, my body, mind and spirit are grounded, centered and purified”  
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Chakra 2 Worksheet 

Sanskrit: Svadhistana  Meaning: Sweetness, Self’s Dwelling Place  Location: Lower 

abdomen, genitals, womb Function: Desire, Pleasure, Sexuality, Procreation  Inner 

State: Feelings  Outer State: Liquid  Body Parts & Glands:  Ovaries, testicles, womb, 

genitals, hips, pelvis, sacrum Malfunction: Impotence, frigidity, uterine, bladder or 

kidney trouble, stiff lower back  Color: Orange  Sense: Taste   Seed Sound: Vam  

Vowel Sound: Oo as in due  Petals: Six  Tarot Suit: Cups   Metals: Tin  Foods: 

Liquids  Corresponding Verb: I feel  Yoga Path: Tantra Yoga  Herbs for Incense: 

Orris root, gardenia  Minerals: Carnelian, Moonstone, Coral  Animals:  Makara, Fish 

Creatures  Hindu Deities: Indra, Varuna, Vishnu, Rakini  Archangel: Gabriel  Chief 

Operating Force: Attraction of Opposites Demon: Guilt  Development: 6 months – 18 

months Sense: Taste  

 

1) General Impressions of 2nd Chakra (Drawing and or/observations) (quality of 

water) 

 

Characteristics of Svadhistana Chakra 

Excessive: Sexual Addictions, Obsessive Attachments, Addiction to stimulation, 

Excessive mood swings, Excessively sensitive, Poor boundaries, invasion of others, 

Emotional Dependency, Instability, Hip joint deterioration or displacement, genital issues 

(STDs. Yeast infections, herpes etc) urinary tract infections  

Deficient: Rigidity in your body, beliefs or behavior, Emotional numbness or 

insensitivity, Fear of change, Lack of desire, passion, or excitement, avoidance of 

pleasure, fear of sexuality, poor social skills, excessive boundaries, Menstrual 

Difficulties, Reproductive Issues, Rigidity in body  

Balanced: Graceful Movements, Ability to embrace change, Emotional intelligence, 

Nurturance of self and others, Healthy Boundaries, Ability to enjoy pleasure, Sexual 

satisfaction, Passion  

 

2) Functions & Areas of Life Associated with 2nd Chakra  

I. Your Emotions: Do you check in with how you feel? Do you have the 

ability to express emotions clearly and at appropriate times? Can you 

refrain from emotional expression when necessary?  

II. Your Sexuality: Do you make room for pleasure in your life? Are you 

connected to your own needs? Can you experience satisfying sex? Is your 

behavior appropriate, do you honor other’s boundaries? 

III. Your Creativity & Fluidity: What moves you? What are you passionate 

about? Do you have a creative outlet? How much do you move throughout 

the day? Where do you feel inhabited about movement…afraid to dance, 

to stretch?  Where do you resist movement and change in your life? New 

experiences…jobs…relationships?  

 

Ways to Balance:  

Goals for This Chakra:  

Affirmation for This Chakra: (Provide one) or  “I love all dimensions of myself.  I delight 

in weaving the creative tapestry that is my life.” 
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Chakra Three Worksheet 

Sanskrit: Manipura  Meaning: City of Jewels  Location: Navel to Solar Plexus 

Element: Fire Outer Form: Plasma  Function: Will, power, assertiveness  Inner State: 

Laughter, joy, anger  Glands & Body Parts: Pancreas, adrenals, digestive system, 

muscles, stomach Malfunction: Ulcers, diabetes, digestive disorders  Color: Yellow  

Seed Sound: Ram Vowel Sound: Ah Petals: Ten Tarot Suit: Wands  Planets: Mars 

and Sun Metal: Iron  Foods: Starches Corresponding Verb:  I can  Herbs for Incense: 

Dragons blood, sandalwood, saffron, musk, cinnamon, ginger  Minerals: Amber, topaz, 

yellow, citrine  Animals: Ram  Sense: Sight  Hindu Deities: Agni, Surya Archangel: 

Michael Chief Operating Force: Combustion  Demon: Shame  Development: 18mos-

3yrs Sense: Sight 

 

1) General Impressions /Drawing of the 3rd Chakra (quality of fire)  

 

Characteristics of Manipura 

Excessive:  Dominating, Controlling, Competitive, Arrogant, Ambitious, Hyperactive, 

Stubborn, Overdriven, Attracted Sedatives, Hypoglycemia, Indigestion. Large bellied 

Deficient: Passivity, Lack of Energy, Poor Digestion, Tendency to be Cold, Tendency 

toward submission, Blaming, Low self-esteem, lack of confidence, Weak will, poor self-

discipline, Use of Stimulants, Sunken Diaphragm  

Balanced: Responsible, reliable, good self-discipline, positive sense of self, confident, 

warm, energetic, spontaneous, playful, humorous, able to take risks  

 

2) Functions & Areas of Life Associated with 3rd Chakra 

I. Your Body:  What is your energy level like throughout the day? What 

increases your energy and what decreases it? What is your digestion like?  

II. Your Ego:  What is your sense of self like, can you stand your ground 

when challenged? Do you like yourself? Do you consider yourself an 

individual or do you conform? Do you succumb to peer pressure? Are you 

overly focused on your own issues or needs? Looking for approval from 

others?  

III. Your Behavior:   Do you take action when necessary? Are you able to 

align these actions with your intentions? Do you seek other people’s 

permission to take action? Can you claim your power without dominating 

others? Do you maintain healthy boundaries saying no when you need to? 

Do you take action to get things done?  

 

Ways to Balance:  

 

Goals for This Chakra:  

 

Affirmation for this chakra (Provide one) or: “My will and divine will are one.  I am 

connected to the abundant flow of the universe and easily manifest my dreams.”  
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Chakra 4:  

Sanskrit: Anahata  Meaning: Unstruck Chord  Location: Heart Region Function: Love 

& Compassion Inner State: Gaseous  Rights: Right to Love Body Parts & Glands:  

Heart, lungs, chest, shoulders, arms, hands Malfunction: Asthma, high blood pressure, 

heart disease, lung disease Color: Green Seed Sound: Yam Vowel Sound: Ay as in 

“play” Petals: Twelve  Tarot Suit: Swords Celestial Bodies: Venus  Metal: Copper  

Corresponding Verb: I love  Yoga Path: Bhakti Yoga Herbs for Incense: Lavender, 

jasmine, orris root, yarrow, marjoram, meadowsweet  Minerals: Emerald, Tourmaline, 

Jade, Rose Quartz Animals: Antelope, birds & dove Hindu Deities: Vishnu, Lakshmi, 

Krishna, Isvara, Kama, Vayu, Aditi, Urvashi Archangel: Raphael Fear: Grief  

Development: 4-7 years Sense: Touch 

 

1) General Impressions of 4th Chakra or a Drawing (quality of heart, of air, of breath)  

 

Characteristics of Anahata 

Excessive: Codependency, Poor Boundaries, Jealousy, Being a martyr, Being a pleaser, 

hypertension, heart disease, circulatory problems, difficulty breathing, aching in upper 

back and chest 

Deficient: Antisocial, withdrawn, critical, intolerant, lonely, isolated, lack of empathy, 

fear of intimacy, difficulty breathing, aching in upper chest or back                                         

Balanced: Caring, compassionate, empathetic, accepting, self-loving, peaceful, centered, 

content 

2) Functions & Areas of Life Associated with 4th Chakra 

 

I. Your Breath & Body: What is the quality of your breath like is it deep and full, 

shallow and labored?  Inhale or Exhale more pronounced?  

II. Giving and Receiving Love:  Do you put conditions on yourself in order to 

receive love, what are they? (make a list) What about others in your life, who and 

what are the conditions?  (make a list) 

III. Gratitude & Forgiveness: Do you show and express gratitude and appreciation 

regularly to yourself and do others? How do you show it? (make a list.) Do you 

offer forgiveness easily or do you hold grudges? Do you allow yourself to grieve?   

 

Ways to Balance:  

 

 

 

Goals to Balance this chakra:  

 

 

 

Affirmation for this chakra (provide one) or “My Heart is open to receive the energy of 

love.  I radiate this essence.  I walk my path with ease and grace.”  
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Chakra 5 Worksheet 

Sanskrit: Vishudda Meaning: Purification Location: Throat  Function: Communication 

Inner State: Synthesis of ideas into symbols  Outer Manifestation: Vibration  Body 

Parts & Glands: Neck, Throat, Shoulders, arms, hands, thyroid, parathyroid 

Malfunction: Sore throat, stiff neck, colds, thyroid problems, hearing problems  Color: 

Bright blue Sense: Hearing Seed Sound: Ham Vowel Sound: eee Petals: sixteen  

Metals & Planet: Mercury Foods: Fruits Corresponding Verb: I speak  Yoga Path: 

Mantra Yoga Herbs for Incense: Frankincense Minerals: Turquoise, aquamarine 

Animals: Elephant, bull, lion Hindu Deities: Ganga (river goddess, related to 

purification, Sarasvati  Chief Operating Quality: Resonance Demon: Lies  

Development: 7-12 years  Sense:  Hearing 

 

1) General Impressions and/or drawing of chamber of communication  

 

Characteristics of Vishudda 

Excessive: Talking too much or inappropriately, gossiping, stuttering, difficulty being 

silent, excessive loudness, inability to contain (keep confidences etc;) Thyroid issues        

Deficient: Difficulty putting things into words, fear of speaking, speaking with a small, 

weak voice, secretiveness, excessive shyness, tone deafness                                                         

Balanced: Resonant, full voice, clear communication with others, good communication 

with self, good listener, good sense of timing and rhythm, lives life creatively, thyroid 

issues  

2) Functions and Areas of Body Associated with 5th Chakra 

I. Rights to Speak and to Be Heard:  Are there instances where you do not 

feel you have the right to speak up (such as situations at work, speaking 

with partner, friend, doctor or community) Are there places or situations 

where you speak but you don’t feel heard?  Are there times when you do 

not fully grant this right to others (children, partner, friends, co-workers)?   

II. Truth & Lies:  Were there lies in the family that you were told or that you 

had to uphold? Do you have them now?  Were you or are you forced to 

keep secrets or were or are secrets kept from you? Did or do you have to 

lie to avoid punishment, embarrassment or protection of yourself or 

others?  

III. Creative Identity:  Where in your life to you feel most creative?  Where do 

you resist developing your creative efforts? Would you like to be more 

creative?  

 

Ways to Balance this Chakra:  

 

 

Goal for this Chakra:  

 

 

Affirmation (write one or use one provided) “I am aligned with my highest truth, I 

communicate with love and honor, my words echo softly within the universe.”  
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Chakra 6 

Sanskrit: Arjna  Meaning:  To perceive or command  Location: The third eye  

Element:  Light  Essential Form: Image  Function:  To see  Body Parts & Glands:  

The face, the eyes, the pineal gland Malfunction: Blindness, problems seeing, blurred 

vision, eye strain, headaches, nightmares Color: Indigo  Seed Sound: Om Vowel 

Sound: mmmmm (not really a vowel)  Petals: Two Planets: Jupiter and Neptune  

Metal: Silver Corresponding Verb: I see  Yoga Path:  Yantra Yoga  Herbs for 

Incense: Mugwort, saffron Minerals: Lapis, quarts, star sapphire  Animals: Owl  Hindu 

Dieties: Shakti Hakini, Paramasvia, Krishna Demon:  Illusion  Development: 

Adolescence  Sense: Insight 

 

1) Draw or write any impressions of the 6th chakra (colors, quality of light, chamber 

of seeing)  

 

Characteristics of Arjna 

Excessive: Hallucinations, Delusions, Obsessions, Nightmares, Intrusive Memories, 

Difficulty concentrating, excessive fantasizing, headaches, eyestrain, blurred vision, 

Deficient: Lack of imagination, difficulty visualizing, insensitivity, excessive 

skepticism, denial, inability to see alternatives, headaches, eyestrain, blurred vision                    

Balanced: Strong intuition, penetrating insight, creative imagination, good memory, 

good dream recall, ability to visualize, has a guiding vision for life  

2) Functions & Areas of Life Associated with Chakra 6 

I. The Body & Mind:  Do you experience headaches? How frequently?  Is 

there something you don’t want to see that is going on in your life? Are 

there buried memories from your past that might be trying to surface?  Do 

you overwork this chakra and try to see everything at once…feeling 

confused and overwhelmed?  

II. Visualization & Color & Light:  How much natural light do you receive?  

Do you spend time outdoors and around open windows? Or are you in an 

office or a space with lots of artificial light? What is the guiding vision for 

your life? What is the larger good you are working for? Where do you see 

possibilities that do not yet exist? Where do you want to be in 5, 10, 20 

years?  What colors attract you? Do you dream in color?  

 

Ways to Balance this chakra:  

 

 

 

Goal for this chakra:  

 

 

 

Affirmation write one or “My mind is open to new vision.  I expand my awareness 

through my higher self.”  
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Chakra 7 Worksheet  

Sanskrit:  Sahasrara  Meaning: Thousand fold Location: Top of head Element: 

Thought  Manifestation: Thought  Personal Function: Understanding  Psychological 

State:  Bliss  Body Parts & Glands: Pituitary gland, cerebral cortex, central nervous 

system Malfunction: Depression, alienation, confusion, boredom, apathy, inability to 

learn  Color:  Violet to White Seed Sound: None  Vowel Sound: ng (as in sing, not 

really a vowel)  Petals: 1000   Planet: Uranus  Metal: Gold  Foods: Fasting  

Corresponding Verb: To Know Yoga Path:  Jnana yoga or meditation  Herbs for 

Incense: Lotus  Minerals: Amethyst, Diamond  Hindu Deities: Shiva, Ama-Kala, 

Varuna  Demon:  Attachment Development: Young Adult – Present Sense: Unbounded 

Awareness/Divine Consciousness  

1) Draw or write any impressions of the seventh chakra (your thousand-petal lotus 

flower)  

Characteristics of Sahasrara 

Excessive: Disassociation from the body, spiritual addiction, confusion, over-

intellectualization, living in your head, disconnection from spirit, excessive attachment, 

depression, alienation                   

Deficient: Spiritual cynicism, a closed mind, learning difficulties, rigid belief system, 

apathy, boredom                    

Balanced: Spiritual connection, wisdom and mastery, intelligence and presence, open-

mindedness, ability to question, ability to assimilate and analyze information  

2) Functions & Areas of Life Associated with Seventh Chakra  
I. Attachments:  Being Overly attached to the “stuff” of life can cause blockages in our spiritual 

awakening, review the following list of common attachments and note which ones apply to 

you, and the reason you feel attached to them.  Then imagine or write what might be possible 

if you released these attachments.  Write these attachments down on a piece of paper that 

after meditation can be burned and released: People, places, possessions, your home, money, 

looking good both reputation and physically, pleasure & self-gratification, power, being right, 

what other people think of you, staying young, knowing the answers, suffering, freedom, 

spiritual practice, success, children, the past, the future. 

II. Using your Consciousness: What Are you Thinking About Assessment of 7 Chakras: use 

your markers or colors to make a graph below, with how much time you generally spend 

focusing on which of the areas of your life…if possible make a list from most – least time 

spent thinking about the following areas  

Chakra 1: Survival Issues (thoughts about safety, livelihood, body, home) 

Chakra 2: Feelings & sexuality (worrying about how things feel, longing for  

something, thinking about sex) 

Chakra 3: Activity (how you are doing, what you are going to do or should do) 

Chakra 4: Relationships (how your relationships are going)  

Chakra 5: Conversation (internal chatter, explaining, arguing, planning)  

Chakra 6: Fantasy (fantasizing, daydreaming, imagining, remembering)  

Chakra 7: Spirituality (thinking about God, goddess, spirit, or worship)  
Goals for This Chakra:         

Ways to Balance This Chakra:       

Affirmation (provide one or write): I am connected to the divine source of the universe. I 

am light. I trust.   
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CURRICULUM VITAE (4/10/2018) 

KARLEY WASAFF 
 

Karley Wasaff 
Karley.Wasaff@usm.edu 
919-801-8572 

 
EDUCATION 
Academic 
2014-2018 

The University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, MS 
B.F.A. Dance Performance and Choreography 

 

Modern Dance Technique: Stacy Reischman 
Fletcher, Kelly Ferris Lester, Angie 
Simmons, Meredith Early, Rebecca 
McArthur, Kellis Oldenburg, Elizabeth 
Lentz-Hill, Lauren Soutullo-Smith, Shellie 
Nielsen 
 
Ballet Technique: Julie White, Rebecca 
McArthur, Lauren Soutullo-Smith, Meredith 
Early 
 
Senior Capstone: Elizabeth Lentz-Hill 
 
Rhythmic Analysis: Kelly Ferris Lester 
 
Teaching Methods Dance Ed K-12: Julie 
White 
 
20th Century Dance Forms: Rebecca 
McArthur 
 
Dance Appreciation: Rebecca McArthur 
 
Freshman Repertory: Coco Loupe 
 
Experiential Anatomy For Dancers: 
Elizabeth Lentz-Hill 

Dance Composition: Stacy Reischman 
Fletcher, Kelly Ferris Lester, Meredith Early 
 
Repertory Dance Company: Lauren Soutullo 
Smith, Kelly Ferris Lester, Kellis Oldenburg, 
Meredith Early 
 
Choreographic Research 1: Rebecca 
McArthur 
 
Choreographic Research 2: Elizabeth Lentz-
Hill 
 
Labanotation: Stacy Reischman Fletcher 
 
Dance Improvisation: Elizabeth Lentz-Hill 
 
Dance Production: Kelly Ferris Lester, 
Rebecca McArthur 
 
Intro to Somatics For Dance: Kelly Ferris 
Lester 
 
Dance Conditioning: Brianna Jahn 
 
Honors Thesis Writing: Kelly Ferris-Lester 
 

  
Additional Training 
2018: American College Dance Festival South Regional, Natchitoches, LA 
 Bartenieff Patterns of Total Body Connectivity: Sarah Barry 

mailto:Karley.Wasaff@usm.edu
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 Partner Stretching and Massage: Erin Rockwell 
 Pilates for Dancers – Developing efficient placement: Erin Rockwell 
 The Business of You Leslie Scott 
 
Master Class, Hattiesburg, MS 

Modern Partnering: Christopher Grant & Lauren Yalango-Grant  
Improv Workshop: Christopher Grant & Lauren Yalango-Grant  

 
Master Class, Hattiesburg, MS 
 Tap: Adrienne Wilson 
  
2017:  200 Hr RYT/RYS Yoga Alliance Teacher Certification, Pahoa, HI July 5-25  

Internship/Yoga Teacher Training: SomaYoga Institute – Liz Heffernan, Molly 
Masaoka, Maxwell Starkhouse, Amanda Webster 

 
Master Class, Hattiesburg, MS 
Hip Hop: Jeremy Juyton  

 
Master Class, Hattiesburg, MS 
West African Fusion: Jason Aryeh 

 
Master Class, Hattiesburg, MS 
Modern Dance/Gaga Fusion & Hubbard Street Repertoire: Zac Whittenburg 

 
Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
Modern Dance Technique: RE|Dance - Michael Estanich & Lucy Vurusic Riner 
 
Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
Creative Process Talk: RE|Dance - Michael Estanich 

 
2016:  American College Dance Festival South Regional, University of Southern 
Mississippi,  

Hattiesburg, MS 
      Volunteer 
      ADV Modern: Stacy Reischman Feltcher 
      Modern: Lauren Soutullo Smith 
      Afro-Po-Mo: Gesel Mason 
      Graham Technique: Rhythm McCarthy 
      Hiphop: Kevin Grant 
      Contemporary Technique: Hollis Bartlett 
      Yoga: Sean Boyd 
  

Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
Modern Dance Technique: Courtney World 
 
Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
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Modern Dance Technique: Missy Pfohl Smith 
 

Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
Dance Improvisation: PearlAnn Porter 
 
Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
Capoeira: John Grant Tchádeggada. 
 

2015:   Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
Modern Dance Technique: ARENA Dances – Mathew Janczewski and Kimmie 
Allen 

 
 Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 

Performance and Creative Process talk: ARENA Dances – Mathew Janczewski 
and Kimmie Allen 
 
Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
Modern Dance Technique: Deshona Pepper Roberson 
 
Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
Modern Dance Technique: RE Dance – Micheal Estanich 

 
2014:   Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
 Hip Hop: Aysha Upchurch 
 
 Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
 History of Hip Hop: Aysha Upchurch 
  
 Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
 Jazz Dance Technique – Rhonda Cinotto 
 
 Master Classes, Hattiesburg, MS 
 Modern Dance Technique: Atalee Judy 
 
RESEARCH AND CREATIVE ACTIVITY 
Choreography 
Gears (2018) 
Music by Photay – Balsam Massacre 
 2018 Student Showcase – Repertory Dance Company 2, USM Theatre and  

Dance Building, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/john.granttchadeggada?hc_ref=PAGES_TIMELINE
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Be          .  (2017) 
Music by Native Meditation Zone – Chakra Balancing, Max Richter – the end  
of all our exploring, Yoga Sounds – Earth  
Sound Engineer – Karley Wasaff 

2017 Fall TAD Dance Concert, USM Theater and Dance Building, Hattiesburg,  
MS 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Ftvw1E8RZo 

 
Absence Is Presence (2017) 
Music by Haywyre - Restraint, Jerry Folk – Take Three, Deadmau5 - Creep 
Sound Engineer – Karley Wasaff 

2017 Spring PAC Concert, USM Mannoni Performing Arts Center Hattiesburg,  
MS 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54jf5vqY-pQ 
2017 Undergraduate Research Symposium – On Research and Creative  

Activity, Scianna Hall Auditorium, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Change! Change. Change? (2016) 
Music by Dave Brubecks – Unsquare dance 

2016 Spring Sophomore Concert, Studio 115, USM Theatre and Dance 
Building, Hattiesburg, MS 

 
Performance 
The Illuminated Ones (2018) 
Choreographed by Brian Martinez 

2018 Fall Dance Concert, Mannoni Performing Arts Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
  
Monsters Under Your Bed (2018) 
Choreographed by Debrodrick Fulton  

2018 Fall Dance Concert, Mannoni Performing Arts Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Energias Viageras (Traveling Energies) (2018) 
Choreographed by Nijalon Jackson 

2018 Fall Dance Concert, Mannoni Performing Arts Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
  
How to Deal (2017) 
Choreographed by Brianna Jahn Malinowski 

2017 Fall Dance Concert, Mannoni Performing Arts Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
Adjudicated Concert at ACDA, A.A. Fredricks Auditorium, Natchitoches, LA 
 

Formidable (2017) 
Choreographed by Julie White 

 2017 Fall Dance Concert, Mannoni Performing Arts Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Concentric Caleidoscope Version B (2017) 
Choreographed by Kelly Ferris Lester 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Ftvw1E8RZo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54jf5vqY-pQ
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2016 High School Dance Day, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 115, 
Hattiesburg, MS 
2016 Spring Dance Concert, Mannoni Performing Arts Center, Hattiesburg, 
MS 

 
Rock Concert Movements (2017) 
Choreographed by Lauren Soutullo Smith 

2016 Spring Dance Concert, Mannoni Performing Arts Center, Hattiesburg, 
MS 

  
Ain’t She Sweet? (2016) 
Choreographed by Kellis McSparrin Oldenburg 

2016 Fall Dance Concert, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 115, 
Hattiesburg, MS 

 
Reading Response #6 (2016) 
Choreographed by Sarah Dexter Givens with Cast 

2016 Fall Studio 115 Dance Concert, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 
115, Hattiesburg, MS 

 
Of the Us (2016) 
Choreographed by Kaylin Wilson 

2016 High School Dance Day, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 115, 
Hattiesburg, MS 
2016 Fall Dance Concert, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 115, 
Hattiesburg, MS 
 

Invitations (2016) 
Choreographed by Katie Pinkard 

2016 Sophomore Concert, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 115, 
Hattiesburg, MS 

 
Day by Day (2016) 
Choreographed by Madi Daigle 

2016 Sophomore Concert, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 115, 
Hattiesburg, MS 

 
Indefinite (2016) 
Choreographed by De’Ja Evans 

2016 High School Dance Day, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 115, 
Hattiesburg, MS 
2016 Spring Studio 115 Dance Concert, USM Theatre and Dance Building 
Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 
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Reincarnated Souls (2015) 
Choreographed by Leslie Guyton 

2015 Fall Dance for Film Concert, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 
115, Hattiesburg, MS 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fStBLwgfwHQ 
 

 
Of One’s Becoming (2015) 
Choreographed by Olivia Oswalt 

2015 Fall Dance for Film Concert, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 
115, Hattiesburg, MS 

 
Partition (2015) 
Choreographed by Megan Waguespack 

2015 Fall Student Showcase, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 115, 
Hattiesburg, MS 

 
(UN)EQUALS (2015) 
Choreographed by Megan Waguespack 

2015 High School Dance Day, Mannoni Performing Arts Center, Hattiesburg, 
MS 
2015 Spring Studio 115 Concert, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 
115, Hattiesburg, MS 

 
Enigma (2015) - Apprentice 
Choreographed by Alex Robinson 
 2015 Spring Dance Concert, USM Mannoni Performing Arts Center, 
Hattiesburg, MS 
 
Tetelesti (2015) – Apprentice 
Choreographed by Sierra Howard  

2015 High School Dance Day, Mannoni Performing Arts Center, Hattiesburg, 
MS 
2015 Spring Studio 115 Concert, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 
115, Hattiesburg, MS 

 
there is no word for arrival (2014) 
Choregraphed by Coco Loupe with contributions from cast 

2014 High School Dance Day, Mannoni Performing Arts Center, Hattiesburg, 
MS 
2014 Student Dance Organization Showcase, USM Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 

 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fStBLwgfwHQ
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The Exquisite Comeback (2014) 
Choreographed by Gabrielle Slack 

2014 Student Dance Organization Showcase, USM Theatre and Dance 
Building Studio 115, Hattiesburg, MS 

 
American Dance Festival Studio Ribbon Cutting – Site-specific (2012) 
Choreographed by Mark Dendy 
 2012 ADF Studio Ribbon Cutting, Samuel H. Scripps Studios, Durham, NC 
 
 
Dance Production Experience 
 
2017: Studio 115 Spring Dance Concert 
 2017 Spring Studio 115 Dance Concert, USM Theatre and Dance Building 
Studio 115,  

Hattiesburg, MS 
          Spring Dance Concert 
 2017 Spring Dance Concert, Mannoni Performing Arts Center, Hattiesburg, 
MS 
          Student Showcase 
 2017 Spring Student Showcase, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 115,  

Hattiesburg, MS 
 
2016: Sophomore Concert 

2016 Sophomore Concert, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 115, 
Hattiesburg, MS 

 
2014: Studio 115 Fall Dance Concert 

2014 Fall Studio 115 Dance Concert, USM Theatre and Dance Building Studio 
115, Hattiesburg, MS 

          2014 Fall Dance Concert 
2014 Fall Dance Concert, USM Mannoni Performing Arts Center, Hattiesburg, 
MS 

 
Teaching Experience 
2018:  Repertory Dance Company 2 Choreographer, The University of  

Southern Mississippi Dance Department, Hattiesburg, MS 
Yoga Teacher, Daniel Wise Yoga, Hattiesburg, MS 
Group Exercise Teacher: Paddle Board Yoga, HIIT Yoga,  

Restorative Yoga, Payne Center, Hattiesburg, MS 
Yoga Teacher Substitute, Avara Yoga, Oak Grove, MS 

2017:  Master Class: Yoga, Hip-Hop, Holly Springs School of Dance, Holly  
Springs, NC 

Yoga Teacher Substitute, Avara Yoga, Oak Grove, MS 
Group Exercise Teacher – Yoga, Payne Center, Hattiesburg, MS 

2016:  Master Class: INT Modern, Laurel Ballet Academy, Laurel, MS 
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2016:  Master Class: Elementary, Longleaf Elementary School, Petal, MS 
2015:  Week Intensive: Modern, Holly Springs School of Dance, Holly  

Springs, NC 
2012-2014: Dance Teacher, Holly Springs School of Dance, Holly Springs, NC 
 
Company Affiliations 
 
2014-2018: USM Repertory Dance Company, choreographer and performer 
 
 
Service 
 
2016-2017: Dance Chair of Phi Mu Fraternity at the University of Southern  

Mississippi  
         Foster Group & Volunteer at Southern Pines Animal Shelter, Hattiesburg  

MS 
2015-2016: Dance Coach for Kappa Sigma Fraternity at the University of Southern  

Mississippi 
 
Awards and Recognitions 
   
2014-Present:     Out-of-state Fee Scholarship 
 
2017:     Certificate of Recognition for outstanding work in the arts and 

selection by jury for the Creative and Performing Arts Showcase, 
Undergraduate Research Symposium, USM 
    Work Study Scholarship, Soma Yoga Institute, Pahoa, HI 

 
2017-Present:   Dance Scholarship Fall/Spring, Department of Dance, USM 

    Pathways Scholarship Fund, Department of Dance, USM 
    NDEO National Dance Honor Society, USM 
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